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Abstract 

Aquaculture represents an important food production system with high quality protein for 

human consumption. The contributions of aquaculture to the world’s total fish production 

cannot be over emphasized, however, however, feeding is the major challenges facing in 

aquaculture system. Thus, to address this, development of intelligent fish feeding regime system 

based on vibration analysis is proposed in this paper. This was accomplished with the use of a 

novel 8-directional Chain Code generator algorithm developed for the extraction of signals 

from accelerometer for the escape and feeding activities. For the escape activity, x- and z- 

coordinate were selected, while x- and y- coordinate were chosen for the feeding behavioural 

activity. The choice of coordinate selects is based on the fact that escape activity exists more 

between x- and z- coordinate, while feeding activity more exists between x- and y- coordinate. 

The set of sequence features obtained was further processed using Discrete Fourier Transform 

in analysing the movement boundary. The results obtained shows that developed classifier 

using Fourier Descriptors obtained from Chain Code is more sufficient for the recognition of 

different movement patterns than Fourier Descriptors obtained from movement boundary. 
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1. Introduction 

Demand for aquaculture products is increases worldwide [1]. Despite the continuous increase 

in demand for fish consumption, the rate of fish supply to meet up with demand remain a serious 

challenge[2]. A sizeable fish cultivation that can meet up with the demand is expected through 

the vertical and horizontal extension of the aquaculture practice. This would largely depend on 

the fish farm management and proper aquaculture development [3]. The phenomenon of 

overfeeding has become predominant in aquaculture sector owning to the inefficient 

management of feed [4]. One of the causes of this challenge is attributed to the inefficiency 

handling of feeding system [5]. Feed management that can meet up with fish demand is very 

important for abundant income intensification. The cost of feeding fish amount to 40-50% of 
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the total aquaculture operational cost [6]. Whereas about 60% of the food dispense into 

aquarium end up as particulates [7]. These accumulated particulates result to water pollution 

which further used oxygen to decompose and produce ammonia-nitrogen and other toxic 

substances that can harm the fish growth.  

The amount of feed dispenses to match fish appetite plays significant roles in increasing fish 

productivity, while measuring of actual feed fish intake remain critical challenge [8]. Fish 

feeding based on regulatory frequency is often faced with specific time regulation. Hence, it is 

important to feed based on needs. Overfeeding can result to wastage of feed which might affect 

quality of the water and finally result to diseases and stress [9]. Apart from feed wastage, too 

much of feed can caused shortage of oxygen in the water most especially during hot weather. 

This can further lead to the higher biological oxygen demand and slows down the growth rate 

of fish and eventually reducing productivity and profitability efficiency [10]. Most of the 

existing automatic feeding regime system were designed to operate at pre-set time. However, 

the use of pre-set has been shown that as the feeding habit of fish changes based on growth rate, 

age, size or weather condition the quantities of feed schedule does not vary in accordance with 

these factors. Thus, continuous operation of such feeder may deposit too much of feed which 

may lead to water contamination, poor fish growth rate and eventually result to low 

productivities. Therefore, in order to maintain efficient feeding in aquaculture, it is necessary 

to develop an intelligent feeding regime system. Hence, this research work employed the 

application of fish movement pattern and proficient of computational intelligence for the 

automation of fish feeding regime system based on vibration analysis.  

 

2. Literature review  

Three major categories of fish feeding regime system namely; manual method of feeding, 

semi-automatic and automatics feeder are being in use. The manual method of feeding fish 

involves the use of techniques such as fish body weight per feed [11]; estimation of facial and 

metabolic waste output, feed conversation rate and bio-energetic data at different water 

temperatures [12]. This method seems to be finest means to manage amount feed fish intake as 

a result of user involvement. However, it is time consuming, labor intensive and not applicable 

in a large fish farm.  

Digital timer and programmable timing are the major techniques widely used for the 

development of semi-automatic fish feeding regime system [13]. In [14], an automatic fish 

feeder using digital timer proposed. The timer configured using monostable and astable modes 

for precision timing circuits capable of generating precise oscillation or timing delay. In the 

monostable operation mode, capacitor network and single external resistor was used to control 

the time interval, while a one-short pulse generation and operation time was computed between 

1 to 10 seconds in the astable mode. In [15]. A PIC microcontroller based fish feeder for 

efficient pellets distribution proposed. The system enables manual adjustment of feeding cycle 

and motor speed range suitable for the user based on size of the pond and pellets distribution. 

Automatic fish feeder using two different control for intensive mirror carp production to 

provide predetermined amounts of feed proposed in [16]. The first control is an opened loop 

control system based on AT89c51 controller to coordinate amount of dosage in an accordance 

to feeding timetable. While the second control system (closing loop) was designed to be 

regulated based on water temperature condition, fish weight and oxygen consumption. A recent 

research in [17] design automatic fish feeding system for soft shell crab using microcontroller.  

In the approach, 5% of the crab body weight was predefined to be dispense at every activation 
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time to avoid food wastage. The results obtained shows difference of 0.05 to 0.1 gram between 

the predefined and amount of food dropped. 

The application of prediction model for scenario prediction have been proposed in various 

studies in the research community [18]. In an effort to make the fish feeder to be intelligent, 

Computer Vision (CV) and Artificial Intelligent (AI) have been used to improve the 

performance of the system. An intelligent feeding regime system based on CV for indoor 

intensive culturing of eel proposed in [19]. The work aimed at determining fish appetite through 

the gathering behaviour of the eel using infrared photo electric sensor. The system was designed 

to revive at a specific period of time, failure of the sensor to sense the eel gathering for the three 

consecutive trials was defined to lead to feeder stoppage until next rouse. Thus, limits the risk 

of chance of high rate of feed wastage. However, this approach is not efficient and reliable as 

the system continues to operate based on the fish gathering without prior identification of the 

purpose. The optimal approach should be that the system is controlled based on the actual feed 

intake of the eel or ability to determine the purpose of gathering. More so, the system should 

only come up when the eels are in need of feed, not just after certain period of time.  

Automatic fish feeding regime system based on eating behaviour of the fish in a highly dense 

aquaculture tank proposed by Atoum et al. [7]. The work aims at controlling amount of dispense 

meal in an optimal rate, thus improve the aquaculture production profit. The control strategy 

employed involved continuous decision on whether dispensed feeds are actually consuming via 

the detection of the amount of left over feed on the surface of the water using two methods: 

correlation filter to optimum local region within the video frame and computer vision machine 

based refinement to suppress identified feed. A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) system for 

providing fish with feed using linguistic estimations and rules for the daily feeding 

managements of sea bream larvae developed in [20]. A fuzzy logic based control system for 

fresh water aquarium proposed in [21]. The proposed system adopted data acquisition device 

for online parameter acquisition and analysis.  FLC was used for input stress parameters 

controls such as temperature, dissolved oxygen and conductivity. However, the three measuring 

parameters adopted cannot alone determine the health status of the fish. Other parameters such 

as dissolved ammonia from fish excreta, waste feed and Carbon dioxide will ensure higher 

degree of accuracy. Also, the health status of the fish might not necessary represent the feeding 

consumption rate of the fish at a particular point in time. The optimal solution should be use of 

real time techniques that can determine the actual feeding behaviour of the fish. 

 

3. Methodology 

The datasets used in this study were obtained by Noda, et al. [22] using accelerometer 

aligned to fishes with the directions of the angular velocity as Gx; Gy; and Gz while that of 

acceleration is given as Ax; Ay; and Az also on x-, y- and z-coordinates respectively. In order 

to determine the feature vector that are suitable for the individual activity recognition, the fish 

movements directions were extracted using Freeman Chain Codes. For the escape activity, x- 

and z- coordinate were selected, while x- and y- coordinate were chosen for the feeding 

behaviour activity. This choice of coordinate selects is based on the fact that escape activity 

transpires more between x- and z- coordinate, while feeding activity weightier between x- and 

y- coordinate. [Figure 1] (a) and (b) shows escape and feeding activities respectively. 
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(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 1. Accelerometer data plot for the (a) escape and (b) feeding movements 

An 8-direction chain code was used to represent the fish movement direction through the 

connected sequence of straight-line segments of identified movement and direction. The 8-

directional Chain Code was chosen because it is more accurate than 4-connectivities Chain 

Code [23]. In this work, a novel 8-directional Chain Code algorithm was developed. The 

differences between the two points in each of the x-, y- and z- coordinate were considered as 

delta (∆). For computing the difference in the x- coordinate, the model used to obtain ∆x is 

presented in (1). Conversely, (2) and (3) were used to compute the ∆y and ∆z in the y- and z- 

coordinate respectively. 

x1-x2=x                 

y1-y2=y                  

z1-z2= z        (1) 

Where x , y  and z  are the difference between the present and previous data point in 

the x-, y- and z- coordinate respectively. The procedure for generating chain code is presented 

in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1 Procedure for generate chain code. 

1:  Define coordinates for x, y and z. 

2:  Compute the distance between the two points in x, y and z according to Eq. (1), (2) and 

(3), respectively. 

3:   if ∆y greater than 0 and ∆x greater than 0 

4:         x = 1           // Assign 1 to x 

5:   elseif ∆y greater than 0 and ∆x equal to 0 

6:         x = 2         // Assign 2 to x 

7:   elseif ∆y greater than 0 and ∆x less than 0 

8:         x = 3       // Assign 3 to x 

9:   elseif ∆y equal to 0 and ∆x less than 0 

10:       x = 4     // Assign 4 to x 

11: elseif ∆y less than 0 and ∆x less than 0 

12;       x = 5    // Assign 5 to x 
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13: elseif ∆y less than 0 and ∆x equal to 0 

14:       x = 6   // Assign 6 to x 

15: elseif ∆y less than 0 and ∆x greater than 0 

16:     x = 7    // Assign 7 to x 

17 : else 

18:     x = 0   // Assign 0 to x      

 

9. Results  

In determining the feature vector that are suitable for the classification of the fish activities, 

the movement directions were extracted using Freeman Chain Code. The set of numbers 

generated through the use of chain code was converted into FD for extracting the pattern 

signature of a given activity. The chain code plots and magnitude plots of the FD for the feeding 

and escape movements is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) respectively. By observing this Figure 

(Fig. 2 (a) and (b)), FD give pattern that are more compact and easier to match than Chain Code. 

Therefore, it was view that using FD to classify fish activities could prove useful than Chain 

Code. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 2. Chain code plots and FD of the (a) Feeding and (b) Escape movement 

9. Conclusion  

The development of a vibration based fish feeding regime system using vibration analysis 

has been presented in this paper. This was accomplished through the extraction of signals from 

accelerometer for the escape and feeding activities. In determining the feature vector suitable 

for the individual activity recognition, the movements directions were extracted using 

developed 8-directional Chain Codes generator algorithm for the computation of Chain Code 

represent movement direction of the fishes. The set of sequence features obtained was further 

processed using DFT in analyzing the movement pattern. The FD obtained from the Chain 

Code and movement direction were then used for the developed system.   
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